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Abstract

Actual standing of the project and schedule

This research project combines the fields of cinema
and new media in order to experiment narrative
constructions between an existing audiovisual
database and a recorded trajectory of a person
through an urban space; build through a computed
analysis of the path, the result will be an online
presented movie.

During the first phase of the project (January – June 2008),
we developed a first prototype (software and hardware), a
database (based on PostGre SQL), a CMS (Content
Management System) to edit the media (created
specifically for the project) and an editing engine.
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Introduction
The goal is to create documentary films with narrative
qualities from within a database with existing images,
videos, texts and sound that express the relation(s)
between a collective of authors and the “captured”
space.
We pretend to realize this with an artistic approach
that will lead to an understandable logic for the
spectator: the structure of the edit will be directly
translated from the shape of the urban walk; the
content will be organized in order to reflect the way
the walk has been done.
There will be as much films as urban walks – a single
visitor can create several movies that will be
uploaded to a web site where he/she can watch and
then share the resulting films with a larger audience.

The second phase (September 2008 to June 2009) will
permit to create enough content to make the concept work,
to finalize the software and hardware developments
through conceptual and technical experimenting.
Until the end of 2008: improvement of the database, the
CMS and the editing engine; testing of the hardware
platform; defining the shooting concept (relation of the
authors to the given space, the themes); elaboration of the
editing concept.
Mid 2009: public presentation of the project (artistic results)
and publication of the research conclusions (scientific
results).
There are already plans to present the project as a “standalone” artistic project in a third phase: within cinema or new
media festivals, cultural institutions, cultural events etc.
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This project is organized in 3 separated steps.
STEP 1) Creation and metadating of the content.
A chosen group of authors (specifically cameraman’s;
filmmakers; editors) elaborate a concept of creating
and annotate media files (audio, photography, text
and video) that reflect their various relationships with
a given urban space.
Those documentary style media files, once created,
are then imported in a database and tagged with
specific sets of metadata.

a view on the interface of the mobile device

During the walk, a live mix of three or more sound files
(locally stored or streamed over a data network) will be
delivered to the visitor – this sound composition will give an
evocative reactivity of the system and therefore suggest the
film that is currently being edited through the walk.

a view on the CMS

Each media receives a unique spatial address and
will have a spatial impact that will be represented by
circles proportional to the length of the media; the
combination of those circles will in turn create
“dataclouds” - we will then be able to visualize the
categorization of the media directly on the map.

This step contents the most important (and difficult)
development of the project: the analysis and editing engine.
There will be two kinds of engines:
1. The real-time engine (build into the Iphone): has to
provide a sound mix based on the actual position
and the short term history of the path;
2. The centralized engine (based on a server):
analyses the final uploaded path, starts from the
end and runs several time through the data and
outputs the playlist (the film).
STEP 3) The edit: the cinematographic result.
Once the walking session is done, the recorded paths are
automatically uploaded on a dedicated server who then
analyses the trajectories and performs the edit which will
then be send as a private URL to the visitor (who now
becomes a spectator).

We are pursuing 3 goals by doing that categorization:
1. Managing and organizing the files;
2. Mastering the combination potential (by
managing specific fields through rules);
3. Being able to create evocative statistics (on
the final step, linked to the resulting film).
In order to “fine-tune” the combinations between the
media, we will be able - by changing parameters and
priorities of the rules - to simulate different type of
edits that will be trigged by a path that passes
nearby. Once we have satisfying results, we can start
step 2.
STEP 2) Walk (creation of the path).
The project invites a visitor to walk through a defined
part of a city, equipped with an Iphone representing
the chosen space. The map will have as well a
representation of the medias through the visualization
of the dataclouds. The visitor can choose the place
and the moment of the departure and the end of her
or his recorded path.
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a view on the web interface with the film and the path

At this point, the spectator has the possibility to manipulate
and personalize her or his films: to scroll through the movie
on the map by changing the place of the position of the
visitor (on a sort of “space-line”), to view statistics of the
trajectory (visualization of the metadata combined by the
analysis of the path), to add personal comment in a specific
subtitle layer.
Once the spectator is ok with it’s walked and manipulated
edit, it will be possible to publish the video on a public page
where all the other movies are accessible to the public –
always shown with the combination of the particular path
over the map.
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